


1. for actions 
(not complete at a 

past time)



We use the past progressive to say what was (not) 
happening around (before, at and perhaps after) a 

past time.

Ex: What were you doing at 8.00?
 Were you watching TV?



We use past progressive for actions which were 
not complete at a past time.

At 8.00 last night, I 
was watching TV

This time yesterday, I 
was lying on the 
beach.



More examples:

Ex 1:

At 8.00, when Joe came home, I was 
reading.

= At 8.00, when I was reading, Joe 
came home.

Ex 2:

Hoa was watching TV when Anita 
came in.

= When Hoa was watching TV, Anita 
came in.

Ex 3: They got married while they were studying at London University.

= While they were studying at London University, they got married.



The past progressive # The simple past

Past progressive: 

= longer action or situation

Simple Past = complete 
shorter action that 
happened while the longer 
action was happening.

Ex:   While I was having a bath, 

                  the phone rang
PAST                               *                                               NOW



Complete the text with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets
Yesterday I (get up) got up at 7.00. When I 1 (look)......out of the 
window it 2 (rain)...... , exactly like every other day of this week. I 3 
(wash).........., 4 (get dressed)............, 5 (give) the cat his 
breakfast, and 6 (make)........coffee. I 7 (not eat).......anything, 
because I’m never hungry in the morning. Then I 8 (go)......to the 
bus stop and 9 (wait) ……..for the bus. It 10 (not arrive)........, as 
usual, so I 11 (walk)........to the office. While I 12 (walk)........., I 
decided once again that it was time to find another job - one with 
a car. When I 13 (arrive)......., nobody 14 (work).......... - everybody 
15 (talk).......about the weather. The boss 16 (come in)........ and 17 
(tell)........everybody to start working, but this 18 (not make)......... 
much difference. I 19 (sit down)......at my desk and 20 
(start).....thinking about football.



1. looked 11. walked
2. was raining 12. was walking
3. washed 13. arrived
4. got dressed 14. was working
5. gave 15. was talking
6. made 16. came in
7. didn’t eat 17. told
8. went 18. didn’t make
9. waited 19. sat down

10. didn’t arrive 20. started



Put in the correct tenses:
1. This time yesterday I (run) in a half-marathon.
2. We (have) a great time yesterday evening, but then the neighbors 

(come) round and (complain) about the noise.
3. I (meet) my girlfriend while we (work) in Italy.
4. When I (go) to work this morning I (stop) to buy a new raincoat.
5. Michael (break) his arm while he (ski)
6. I can’t remember what I (do) when I (hear) the news about the crash.
7. While we (watch) TV upstairs, somebody (break) into the house and 

(steal) my mother’s jewellery.
8. I ( sing) in a rock group when I was at school.
9. He (wake up) to find that three policemen (stand) by his bed

10. When I was a child, we (make) our own amusements.



1. was running 
2. were having ….   came …..  

complained
3. met  ……...were working   
4. was going ……...   stopped    
5. broke ……..   was skiing    
6. was doing……...   heard    
7. were watching …….  broke    

…….stole   
8. sang   
9. woke up……..were standing      

10. made.



2. two events 
(that went on over the 

same period of past time)



When we talk about two events or activities that went 
on over the same period of past time, we can often 
use the past continuous (or the past simple for both)

Sally was reading to the 
children while Kevin was 
washing up 
Using the past continuous emphasises that 
the event or activity (‘was reading’) was in 
progress during the past period of time 
(‘while Kenvin was washing up’)

Sally read to the children 
while Kevin washed up



I was learning/ learned to drive while I was living 
with my parents.
= When I was learning/ learned to drive I was 
living with my parents

Was learning emphasises 
that the activity was in 
progress (‘I had lessons 
during this time’)

learned emphasises the 
completion (‘I passed my 
test during this time’)



3.repeated 
actions



We can use the past progressive for repeated 
actions around a particular time.

I was playing a lot of 
tennis when I got to 
know Peter.

It was hard to get a 
free half-hour in July, 
because we were 
rehearsing non-stop.



More examples: the repeated actions went on for a 
limited and temporary period of past time

When Carlo was in hospital, we were 
visiting him twice a day (or…..we 
visited)

To lose weight before the race, I 
wasn’t eating any sweets or biscuits 
for weeks (or ….I didn’t eat….)

or to talk about something that happen surprisingly often:
Last week I was having to bring work home every night to get it all done. 
(or….had…...)
When the builders were here I was making them cups of tea all the time. (or 
….made…..)



4. distancing



Past progressive tense in requests etc:
Past progressive tenses can make requests, personal 
questions and suggestions more polite (they sound less 
direct than present tenses).

I wonder if I can use your 
phone

➢ I was wondering if I 
could use your phone

I hope you can lend me 
$20.

➢ I was hoping you could 
lend me $20.



Change the verbs in italics to make these 
sentences less direct:

1. We wonder if you have two single rooms
2. Are you looking for anything special?
3. I wonder if I can ask you a small favour?
4. We think it’s time for you to look for a job?
5. I hope you don’t need the car this afternoon.



1. We were wondering if you had two single 
rooms

2. Were you looking for anything special?
3. I was wondering if I could ask you a 

small favour?
4. We were thinking  it was time for you to 

look for a job?
5. I was hoping you didn’t need the car this 

afternoon.



5. mean/ meant



We can use either the past continuous or past 
simple to talk about things we intended to do but 
didn’t.

We were meaning to call in 
to see you, but Jane wasn’t 
feeling well. (or We 
meant…..)



Other verbs: 

➢ consider + -ing
➢ think about + -ing/ of + -ing
➢ plan to/ on + -ing
➢ hope to
➢ intend to
➢ want to
➢ wonder about

These verbs can be used with the present and past continuous to report what we might to do in the 
future. The past continuous is less definite than the present continuous:

Example 1:

I was thinking of going down to London next weekend, but it depends how much money I’ve got. (less 
definite than I’m thinking of going…..)

Example 2:

We were wondering about inviting Kay over tomorrow. (less definite than We’re wondering about…..)



6. with always
for unpredictable or 

unplanned event



Progressive with always
We can use a progressive form with always and similar words to talk about 
repeated but unpredictable or unplanned event

(This is also possible with present progressive)

He was always coming round at the 
most inconvenient moments.

Compare:

My grandmother always came to see 
us on Tuesdays.

Ex: (with present progressive)

She is always turning up with little 
presents for the children.



7. with always 
to make complaints and 

criticisms



We can use a progressive form with always and 
similar words to make complaints and criticisms.
(This is also possible with present progressive)

1. That car was continually breaking down 
miles from home.

2. John was forever buying one useless 
new gadget or another.

Ex: (with present progressive)

1. This computer is continually crashing at 
the most inconvenient moments.

2. She is forever taking days off because of 
one little illness or another

3. This government is always thinking of 
new ways to take your money.


